
There are two types of ornamentals- herbaceous, annuals perennials and biennials and 
Woody which are trees and shrubs.
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NCSU Extension Master Gardeners textbook , can purchase but free online.
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Geranium 

Annual ex impatiens, marigold, begonias.  You may think of these as the plants you buy in 
the spring for containers or your planting beds.
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Perennial ex purple coneflower( echinacea), iris, calla lilies.  These are more expensive that 
annuals, they are an investment in your landscaping and will need to be divided as the 
years go by.

Both annuals and perennials have a purpose in our gardens as most perennials have a 
period of bloom so it is important to plant perennials that bloom at different times and 
then for the lasting color add the annuals which will bloom throughout the season.
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Biennials ex foxglove pictured here and hollyhocks.

Biennials first year in spent developing the foliage and the next year they develop the 
bloom and then die.
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Chocolate Vine or Five leaf Akebia
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Viburnum by carlcefalum

Cai u ga
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Live Oak
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One of the biggest mistakes we make is picking the wrong plant for the area we have to 
plant.
To protect your investment of time and money always remember "Right plant, right place“

If you have a west facing exposure and it receives less than 6 hours of sunlight, it is still 
considered full sun as in NC the afternoon sun is the hottest of the day.
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Characteristics to assist in finding the right plant. Can search for Natives.
Search for more information on a plant you like.
Find the name of a plant that you have seen
Design Ideas
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High fat seeds and fruit to baby song birds
We know that they survive really well.
There are popular landscape plants that are not native that are changing our forrests by 
taking over and inhibit our native plants.
You may live in one of our newer neighborhood were fields and trees once lived. You can 
help by planting natives to replace those that were lost.
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It is best to plant trees and shrubs in the fall so that they have time to get established to 
withstand our heat and winters. Generally, more precipitation then too.
Soil test is an excellent way to prepare, evaluate the soil (is it too compacted, need 
drainage issue addressed.
Dig the hole the depth of the soil line...plant at or slightly above grade and 2 to 3 times as 
wide. They grow out.
Make sure it is straight and the best side is facing out.
Remove burlap of metal cages. Container grown plants will benefit from roots begin 
loosened.
Refill the hole with the removed soil or amended soil.
Water it deeply and mulch to help keep the moisture in the soil. Remember to not put 
mulch right up around the trunk.
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Espillar- grown against a wall or fence
You can trim dead or diseased wood anytime
Like blueberries
Remember to do your research and don't plant a tree that at maturity will be too big for 
the space.
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